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Contact	Us	
	

For	more	information	regarding	any	of	your	farming	
needs,	please	feel	free	to	contact	the	Bertie	County	
Cooperative	Extension	Office	at	794-5317.	Your	
questions	and	comments	are	important	us.		

	

Increase seeding rates to 45,000-47,000 seed per acre and plant shallow to ensure both adequate stands if 
planting in muddy soils, and to manage for earliness as later planted cotton becomes more sensitive to skippy 
stands. We will/do not recommend planting beyond the insurance cutoff dates, however some growers often do 
plant beyond the recommended cutoff dates with some success. Timeliness of management can improve the 
odds of success with later planted cotton. This applies to PGRs, plant bug management, bollworm 
management, proper fertility, irrigation, etc. Growers can not afford to be late on needed PGR sprays, however 
this point is not to be confused with “growers should be aggressive with PGRs”…. timeliness of PGR applications 
is much more important than using high rates, especially if high rates are not needed. Plant bug, stink 
bug, and bollworm pressure is higher in late-planted cotton and this year, thrips pressure will be highest 
for cotton planted at the end of May. Concern now is the frequency of heavy rains and the resulting saturated 
soils or standing water. In cases where crusting may still be a concern, light crust busting or rotary hoeing may 
be necessary if seedlings are still alive and trying to emerge. In our current situation, growers have a good 
opportunity to avoid stand problems by rotary hoeing or crust busting as soon as the soil surface begins to dry out 
and the crust begins to form.  Evaluating planted fields now, and looking for the early signs of potential 
crusting such as swollen hypocotyls (necks) as the seedling approaches the soil surface, will help growers 
make the best decisions and take action in a timely manner. Previous research in the Southeast suggests that 
replanting may generally be justified if approximately half (or more) of the planted area is occupied by 3-
foot skips (2-foot skips in more conservative situations, such as late replanting or poor health/status of 
remaining seedlings that did emerge the first time). When determining how many 3-foot skips are present, 
remember to give appropriate credit to large skips (for example, a 12-foot skip should be considered as four 3-foot 
skips). In many cases, spot replanting in certain parts of a field may suffice. 

	



	
	
	

	

 
 
	
	
	

	
	

	

Managing	Plant	Bugs	in	Cotton	Presquare	

By:  Dr. Dominic Reisig 

 

Many of us in Northeastern North Carolina have experienced plant 
bug damage to 6-7 leaf cotton that we refer to as “black flag” due to 
the death of the expanding terminal leaves. Dr. Keith Edminsten 
explains that plant bugs (Lygus) can sometimes (rarely) damage 
cotton Pre-Square.  This damage can lead to “crazy cotton”, which 
is loss of apical dominance, causing multiple terminals per plant, 
delaying squaring or yield loss. Terminals can be destroyed from 
only 20 minutes of feeding. However, given good conditions, the 
cotton can recover later in the season without yield loss.  

Plant bugs (Lygus) that we are seeing currently are from 
generations that developed on weeds and other host crops. Be 
aware that Clary Sage is an excellent host for plant bugs ( Lygus) 
and with sage harvest beginning shortly, plant bugs will likely be 
moving to new host such as cotton.   

	

 	

Management of Plant Bugs on Pre-Square Cotton 

 

1. Sweep cotton fields and count adults. Realize that bugs will be heavier on field edges, so be sure to 
move into the field. A sample of 25 sweep per location using a sweep net should be adequate. 

2. Where you sweep, look for black flag, wilted leaves, or injured terminals (see photo). If you see this 
injury, and have plant bugs present, spray if the number of injured terminals is greater than 1 plant in 
10 feet of row. My recommendation is to use a neonicotinoid at the highest labeled rate early in the 
season. They tend to be less effective as the season goes on, but should do the trick, while preserving 
some beneficial insects. Examples include Admire Pro, Belay, and Centric. 

3. Monitor the situation after the spray. Visit the field 24 hours following the spray and take 25 sweeps 
to get an idea of knockdown. About 4-5 days later you should visit the field again to see if plant bugs 
have migrated in again and if the terminal damage is holding steady or increasing.  

4. Once you hit squaring, you need to use a threshold that incorporates plant bug numbers with square 
retention measurements. 

	

Weekly checks of upper square retention are the most efficient way to assess if pant bugs can either be 
ruled out as an economic concern at that time or if sweeping for the adults and nymphs is needed. An 
upper square retention rate of 80% or more usually indicates that plant bugs are not present at 
damaging levels.  If upper square retention is less than 80%, you should sweep six to eight or ten 
locations in the field away form the edge, looking for live adult and immature plant bugs.  In most years in 
North Carolina, square retention is very high – often in the mid 90’s.  A threshold of eight plant bugs per 
100 sweeps usually indicates that a spray is needed at that time.  Remember that when cotton is 
approximately one week into blooming, a five- foot black beat cloth is a more accurate sampling device than 
the sweep net for plant bug, especially immatures.  

Scounting for Plant Bugs – Dr. Dominic Reisig 



	

 
Double Crop Soybeans 

 

According to Dr. David Holshouser Virginia Tech Soybean Specialist the biggest mistake growers make with 
double crop planting may be to exclude a burndown herbicide. It is very important that a burn down herbicide 
be applied as soon as possible after planting. There are fewer choices for burndown herbicides in double crop 
soybeans. Dicamba or 2,4-D should not be used as a burndown due to the potential for injury to soybeans 
and susceptible crops near by. Be sure to remember many weeds are hard to control if they exceed the 
recommended height listed on herbicide labels, so timely post applications are necessary. With increased 
incidence of resistant weeds it is important to include residual herbicides (Valor, Dual Magnum, Warrant, 
Flexstar, Prefix, Pursuit, etc.) into burn down and or post applications.   
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Jarette	Hurry	
Bertie	County	Center	
NC	Cooperative	Extension	
104	Dundee	St.,	PO	Box	280	
Windsor,	NC		27983	
	

Jarette Hurry 

North Carolina State University and North Carolina A&T University commit themselves to positive action to secure equal opportunity regardless of race, color, creed, 
national origin, religion, sex, age, or disability.  In addition, the two Universities welcome all persons without regard to sexual orientation.  North Carolina State University, 
North Carolina A&T State University, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and local governments cooperating. 

	



 
 

	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	

	
	

	
	

	

	
	
	
	

 

!
Feral!Swine!Management!Workshop!

!

!
!

Wednesday,)July)18,)8am011am)
)Roanoke)Cashie)River)Center))
112)Water)Street,)Windsor,)NC)

)
The)Bertie)County)Cooperative)Extension)Center,)USDA)Wildlife)Services)and)the))))))
NC)Wildlife)Resources)Commission)are)holding)a)feral)swine)trapping)workshop)for)

farmers)and)landowners.)
)

Biologists)will)discuss:)
) ) )

!)Basic)biology)and)behaviors)of)feral)swine))
!)Laws)and)regulations)on)taking)feral)swine)
!)Discussion)of)various)traps)and)equipment))
!)Trapping)Techniques)to)address)feral)swine)damage))

)
This)event)is)FREE,)please)register)by)calling)Bertie)County)Cooperative)Extension))

252079405317)
)

) ) ))))))))))))) ))))))))))))))))))))) )
)
NC)State)University)and)N.C.)A&T)State)University)commit)themselves)to)positive)action)to)secure)equal)opportunity)
and)prohibit)discrimination)and)harassment)regardless)of)age,)color,)disability,)family)and)marital)status,)gender)
identity,)genetic)information,)national)origin,)political)beliefs,)race,)religion,)sex)(including)pregnancy),)sexual)
orientation)and)veteran)status.)NC)State,)N.C.)A&T,)U.S.)Department)of)Agriculture,)and)local)governments)
cooperating.))
Accommodation)requests)related)to)a)disability)should)be)made)by)July)1,)2018)to)Jarette)Hurry,)252079405317)or))
jjhurry@ncsu.edu)


